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Abstract: This paper highlights the possibility of creating quantum neural
networks that are trained by Grover's Search Algorithm. The purpose of this work is
to propose the concept of combining the training process of a neural network, which
is performed on the principles of Grover's algorithm, with the functional structure of
that neural network, interpreted as a quantum circuit.
As a simple example of a neural network, to showcase the concept, a
perceptron with one trainable parameter - the weight of a synapse connected to a
hidden neuron.
Keywords: quantum neural network, machine learning, Grover's algorithm,
quantum algorithms, quantum computing, neural network.
Introduction
To illustrate the concept of using Grover’s quantum search algorithm for
training quantum neural networks, we will use a simple example of a perceptron
with one trainable parameter - the weight 𝑤 . The goal of the neural network will be
to convert the value of the input neuron by multiplying it by the weight 𝑤 . The goal
of training our neural network will be to determine the correct ratio between the
input parameter and the output (based on a specified training dataset), this ratio will
be set as the weight 𝑤 of the synapse connecting the input neuron 𝐼 with the hidden
𝐻 . In the real world, this task could be implemented, for example, in the form of a
dynamic calculator for converting currencies or other values. The given example
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(Fig. 1) represents a concept that can be scaled up for a task (and a neural network)
of any complexity, by adding more inputs and trainable parameters and thus,
requiring more quantum bits.

Fig. 1. The proposed example of a neural network.
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The neural network training process will be performed by Grover's algorithm,
which will output the weight value 𝑤 .

Fig. 2. The quantum neural network training circuit
The proposed quantum perceptron training circuit (Fig. 2) is based on a
Grover’s algorithm [1-3], in which the structure of the oracle function (function that
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serves as a search criteria of the Grover’s algorithm) is built based on the activation
functions of hidden neurons (ex. 𝐹

– Fig. 5) and the structure of the neural network

itself. The main objective in constructing this training function, is to provide a
condition, which could be used in this oracle function to select suitable weight values
(ex. comparison operators on Fig. 2 or Train - Fig. 5). The input data of the training
circuit will consist of prepared training datasets: values of the input neurons 𝐼 . . 𝐼 ,
and required output values (in our example: ReqVal – Fig. 2). The output data of the
algorithm will consist of all possible weight values 𝑤 . . 𝑤 that satisfy the training
oracle function [4].
The neuron activation function, which in our case is linear and does not
contain a certain condition (2), is written inside the oracle of the Grover's algorithm.
Additionally, to obtain the training result using Grover's algorithm, a comparison
with the required output value was added to the oracle as a condition for choosing
suitable values for the weight 𝑤 (Fig. 2).
Instead of carrying out measurement of the results of the training process, we
will input the obtained weights in the example neural network (Fig. 1) written in the
form of a quantum circuit, and verify the results (Fig. 3). Gates: i_1, w_1, ReqVal,
O_1 - are comments that are presented for clarity and do not affect calculations. The
input values are coded by sets of Pauli-X operations.
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Fig. 3.а. Quantum neural network – running the training algorithm and verifying
the results1

1

Due to binary calculation and comparison operators, it is possible to sometimes receive values that match only within
the comparable qubits as a result of the training algorithm. This happens when the multiplication result can not fit in
the provided number of qubits, so it is possible to filter out that issue.
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Fig. 3.b. Quantum neural network – verifying the weight, received as a result of
training
In order to verify training results, it is possible to compare values of output
neurons 𝑂 . . 𝑂 to the required output values provided by the training datasets
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑉𝑎𝑙 . . 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑉𝑎𝑙 , by running the neural network with the same input neuron
values 𝐼 . . 𝐼 . For our example (fig. 3), the demonstrated quantum perceptron, built
on these concepts, and trained using Grover's algorithm, outputs the value O_1 equal
to the required ReqVal for the same input neuron value i_1. The training values were
as follows: i_1 = 3, ReqVal = 6, the resulting weight w_1 = 2, the resulting value of
the output neuron is: O_1 = 6 = ReqVal.
Therefore, having received the correct weight w_1, it is possible to convert
any other values of the input neuron according to the obtained ratio, as in a
conventional neural network, after training. For this, the value of i_1, will be
changed after passing the training stage of Grover's algorithm, using the reversibility
principle. The new input value is i_1 = 5 or 101 , and the resulting value is O_1 =
10 or 1010 (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.a. Quantum neural network – changing the input neuron value after training
the neural network.

Fig. 4.b. Quantum neural network – result received by changing the input neuron
value after training the neural network.
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Based on these results, it is possible to propose the following generalizing
concept for constructing and training quantum neural networks with Grover's
algorithm (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The proposed concept of constructing quantum neural networks based on
Grover's algorithm.
Conclusion
As a result of this research, a method for creating quantum neural networks,
trained by utilizing the principles of Grover's algorithm was proposed. The proposed
approach can be up scaled to solve larger and more specific problems, requiring
access to a larger number of quantum bits. The use of Grover's algorithm in machine
learning is a promising direction in the development of quantum computing, since
this approach can reduce the number of epochs (iterations of the training process)
required to train a neural network.
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